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ABSTRACT

A numerical model of circulation is used to estimate the role of wind in

the general circulation pattern. The results showed that the wind has

considerable effect on the circulation down to the 300 m depth below whi

ch the average cu.rrent speed reaches values equal to or less than 4% of

that at the surface and hence wind is ineffective.

INTRODUCTION

The circulation pattern in the Eastern Mediterranean basin has been rnain

ly based on information gained from the distributions of hydrographie pr

operties and dynamical computations. In a recent study, Gerges (1976)

applied the numerical modelling appr"oach to deterrnine the circulation pa

ttern in This basin at several levels, representing the surface, interm

diate and deep layers. The concern of this paper is to investigate the

role played by wind, through studying its effect on the circulation and

examining to what depth this effect penetrates and to what extent it con

tributes to the genera~ circulation.

PROCEDURE

Oceanographie data collec~ed by several Mediterranean expeditions during

winter seasons, together with the bottom relief and aTInospheric pressure

data taken from recent papers and atlases were used to obtain the general

pattern of circulation according to the above model. This model uses the

observed density and wind fields, and accounts for the sea water baroclin

icity, bottom topography, their joint effect and the effect of the Earth's

rotation. To estimate the role of winds, its absence was assumed by putt

ing the wind stress equals ta zero, and then cornparing the results ~'.Jith

those previously obtained in the presence of wind.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results showed that wind plays an appreciable role in the surf~'(j-e

circulation. The surface current velocity, ranging from 15 to 30crn/sec,

considerabl~l decreases in magnitude and varies in direction in the abs

ence of wind.

At the 50 m level, the wind effect could still be felt. However, it ·be

gins to weaken. At the 150 m level, speeds and directions of current in

bath cases, l.e. in the absence and presence of wind, become closer to

each other, thus indicating a weaker effect of wind. As ,.;Je reach the

300 m level, it becomes clear that the wind effect is almost negligible,

except in the western part of the basin, where it shows sorne influence

on the circulation, but in a rather limited degree. At the 400 & 500 m

levels, a greater similarity has been indicated between the circulation :.

patterns obtained both in the presence and absence of wind. The dominant

speed of bath patterns is less than l cm/sec, except a very few values

Which exceeded 2 cm/sec off the Libian and Tunisian coasts.

Thus it is concluded that the wind extends its effect down to the 300 m

level, particularly in the western part of the basin which is mo~e subj

ected to strong northwesterly winds prevailing in winter season. Mean

while, the average current speeds at the 400 m level and deeper, reach

values which are equal to or less than 4% of the surface current velocities

Therefore, according to Gross (1972), the wind becomes entirely ineffec

tive at the levels below 300 mater aIl over the basin.
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